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Recon:
Masscar 21 – March 22, 2009 – Taunton, MA Contact
Ed DaRosa (617)-413-8668 or edwarddarosa@hotmail.com
Valleycon 19 – March 29, 2009 – Chicopee, MA Contact
Al LaFleche (413)-733-9247 or ajlafleche@comcast.net
Noreastcon 2009 – April 24-25, 2009 – Blasdell, NY
Contact http://www.noreastcon.com
IPMS Nationals – August 19-22, 2009 – Columbus, OH
Contact http://www.ipmsusa2009.org/
AMPS EAST 2009 – September 26, 2009 – Danbury, CT
Contact John Gazzola (860)-617-1413 or johng@ampseast.org
IPMS Stratford – October 4, 2009 – Milford, CT Contact
www.ipmsstratford.org
Granitecon XVII – October 18, 2009 – Nashua, NH
Contact Rodney Currier ipmsgsmc@hotmail.com or 603-7263876

The Make-N-Take at Cub Scout
Pack 37
Make-N-Take at Cub Scout Pack-37, sponsored by
St Joseph's church in Attleboro. There were 23 boys
and two young girls who participated. As you can
see by the happy smiles and grins they all had a
great time. Also look how into it both the parents
and children were-now that’s what happens at all
these Make-N-Takes. Thanks goes out to those two
Bay Con members; John Nickerson and John
Gisetto Jr, who are always at these sessions and Bob
Magina who comes in at a close runner up. We need
more members like these three guy and soon, or the
Make-N-Takes will soon cease to be.
Bay Colony Historical Modelers - 12 Garrison Drive - Plainville, MA 02762
E-Mail – treadhead@comcast.net Web Page – http://ipmsbaycolony.com

Knowing that Bert needed emergency surgery
his field hospital was ill equipped to provide,
Oblt. Loidl drove him to the local hospital. The
colonel in charge of the this facility refused to
treat the Allied flier, so Loidl called the Reich
Air Ministry in Berlin (R. L. M. or
Reichsluftfahrte Ministerium). The general on
duty there called the hospital colonel and
ordered him to admit and treat Shepard.

A True Hero, Bert
Shepard
By Hal Marshman, Sr.
Bert was born Robert E. Shepard in Dana,
Ind., on June 20, 1920. His baseball career was
with the Bisbee Bees of the Arizona-Texas
league, where he played as pitcher (leftie), first
baseman, and outfielder.
In the Spring of 1942, Bert enlisted in the U.
S. Army Air Corps, becoming a pilot in 1943.
He joined the 55th Fighter group, 8th Air Force,
at Wormingford, England in early 1944. At this
time, the 55th was flying P-38J Lightnings over
occupied Europe and Germany. On his 34th
mission, while engaged in a strafing run, he was
brought down by flak over an enemy airdrome
near Ludwigsluist, Germany. Bert was
grieviously wounded in the crash of his airplane,
sustaining injuries to his left leg, and a badly
bleeding head wound. Local farmers had
gathered near the wreck to visit vengeance on
the downed "Terrorflieger", when Oberleutnant
Ladislaus Loidl, a Luftwaffe medical officer
arrived on the scene. He engaged two German
Soldiers to assist him in getting Shepard out of
the wreck, and dispersing the angry locals.

Bert's right leg was amputed below the knee.
After a period of recovery, he was assigned to
Stalag IX-C, prisoner of war camp at Meiningen,
Germany.While there, a Canadian medic named
Doug Errey crafted a prosthesis (artificial leg)
for him, and before long, he was tossing a
baseball around.
As a handicapped prissoner, Shepard was
elligible for prisoner exchange, and in Feb.,
1945, he was indeed exchanged.
Once Bert was back in the states, working
through the good offices of Secretary of War,
Robert Patterson, and Washington Senators'
owner, Clark Griffith, he signed on with the
Senators as pitching coach. He actually pitched
4 innings in a War Relief game against the
Brooklyn Dodgers in July of that year. His
biggest major league appearance was when he
pitched the Aug. 5th game against the Boston
Red Sox. With the score 14-2 Sox, Bert took the
mound in the 4th inning, and pitched the rest of
the game, allowing 3 hits, 1 walk, and 1 run.
After playing minor league ball, in 1954 Bert
was taken on as a safety engineer with IBM and
Hughes Aircraft.
Bert Shepard was awarded the Purple heart,
Distinguished Flying Cross, and the Air medal
for his wartime achievements. He passed away
in June, 2008, a true American hero.
Hal
From an article by Gary Bedingfield

Making a Leaf Tree
By Robert Magina

money. Further you can buy individual refills
from them as well.
I selected a suitably sized sage branch from the
bag and proceeded to trim it up a bit to set the
stage for the tree shape I wanted for my dio.
Next I drilled a hole in the bottom of the branch,
glued in a piece of wire so that the tree could be
free standing on a piece of foam during
construction and painting. Then I trimmed off
different sized branches from the bag of seam
foam and began to glue them onto the sage
branch. This is a timely process due to you
creating the shape of your tree and the drying
time for the glue. You need to take routine steps
back to review the shape of your tree.
Once all the branches are glued on, they
recommend you spray a coating of the white
glue they provide in the kit to your tree and let it
dry overnight. This is intended to give the tree
some strength. After this, spray paint your tree
with a medium to dark grey. I used Model
Master Gunship Grey. Once dry I applied an
acrylic wash of raw umber/black to my tree to
give it depth and bring out the texture of the
sage branch.

Thanks to my good modeling buddy Kevin
Conlon I have been introduced to the wonderful
world of Scenic Express. After seeing their
catalog they have some very neat stuff. Kevin
started me off on the Buffalo Grass, then it was
onto hedges and then finally to the sage tree kit.
I succumbed and bought the sage tree kit. He is
still laughing.
This kit runs for about $41 and is quite a buy.
You get material enough to make some 10 leaf
trees, three clamp tweezers, glue, bag of sea
foam branches, bag of sage branches, Noch leaf
material, spray glue and spray bottle and two
bottles of foam material. A great buy for the

Next you hold your tree upside down over
newspaper and spray the branches with a coating
of the white glue spray. Do not do this heavy as
you want some randomness to the attachment of
your leaves. While still wet, sprinkle a random
application of the Noch leaf material and let
your tree dry. Repeat this process with the Noch
leaves as many times as you need to get the
amount of leaves on your tree that you want. I
did it three times. Just remember not too heavy
on the glue. You want random. Once you are
done apply another coating of the white glue
spray to seal everything.
The next step is to apply a suitable misting of an
appropriate color green to the leaves. I used
Model Master Medium green. Once done, apply
a coating of flat coat and apply your tree to your

dio. Remember you need to add some roots to
the bottom of your tree once it is attached to the
dio to truly finish your tree. I did mine with
vinyl spackle. Just shape the bottom with a few
roots, apply your grey paint and wash again and
you should be good to go.
These trees are awesome to say the least. My
tree took me about 3-6 hours over 3 days to do. I
plan to do more of these in future projects. I
highly recommend this sage tree kit. Good luck
with making your leaf tree, I am sure you will
both enjoy and be very satisfied with the
results.

Region 1 Update 11-24-08
By Doug Hamilton RC-1

Greetings everyone,
Time for another update, so lets get right to it.
There's some really good news to pass along to
start this one. I'm very happy to introduce
Region 1's newest chapter is on board. Please
assist me in welcoming IPMS Northeast Military
Modelers Association to the IPMS family. You
may be wondering who these guys are, and at
last the truth be known, they're also known as
AMPS CT. The officer Corps includes Matt
Toms as President and John Gazzola in as Vice
President. Secretary Tom Ivancso, and Treasurer
Bill Schmidt round out the e board. Doc
Wiseman is the chapter contact, and everyone
should have his contact info listed as part of

IPMS Mid Hudson. They meet on the 2nd
Saturday of each month, at 7P.M., at 68 Morris
St., Naugatuck CT. This brings the number of
Region 1 chapters to 23, and makes us one of the
larger regions within IPMS/USA. Of course I'm
biased, but will go out on a limb here and say it's
one of the best regions. Maybe some of my
brother RC's might disagree, but they'll have a
hard time proving it to me!!
Rechartering time is starting to wind down. We
only have until 31 December to accomplish
whatever your chapter may need to do to meet
the requirements. In many cases, it's only a
matter of sending in he check. So I'll take this
opportunity to remind everyone time is running
out, and get those checks in to DLC Dick. And
also to get updated copies of your fact sheets
back. A fair number of chapters have completed
the process, and we're all waiting for the rest to
catch up. So act today. Operators are standing
by!!!!
I can't believe how cold it's been lately. I've
already had ice in one of my marinas!! I know
many areas of the Region have seen snow, and
much colder temps that I've seen here, and you
have my deepest condolences on an early
winter. Maybe this will mean an early spring,
and we can be done with it all quick and easy!!
Yeah right!!
I'll mention to check out the Noreastcon 2009 sit
at: http://www.noreastcon2009.com for all the
latest info regarding the show. I won't hawk
sponsorships this time, but I know there are
some available. Our hosts Niagara Frontier have
hosted some of the best Noreastcon's I've
Attended and you won't want to miss this one.
As for the 2010 event, I'll offer this tease by
saying I've been in frequent contact with our
hosts, and a very unique event is being planned.
More information will be made available later.
I hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving, and
to remember we all have much to be thankful
for. With that I'll close this by saying, please
share this with the officers and members of your
chapter.

Semper Fi
Doug Hamilton
RC-1

Del’s Corner
Del Stator at large…..
Paint Notebook: I keep a paint notebook, a three
ring binder for keeping notes and info on paint.
Not how to articles but references to actual
paint. Such as if I read somewhere about
thinning Polly Scale paints with rubbing alcohol,
I put it in there. I have a cross reference / matrix
for FS color numbers against hobby paint lines,
which may now be out of date, in there. So any
time I want info on paint I look in there. Now
every month when youze get your Squadron
Mail Order Catalog, before youze throw out
your old one, turn to the back inside page, there

is usually a page or two of some paint line like
Tamiya, Gunze Sangyo, or Vallejo. Tear out
these pages and put ‘em in your Paint notebook.
It gives youze a list of the available colors.
Don’t use the color dots to match colors, they
are victims of the four color printing process.
The other thing to keep in there is what works
for youze and what don’t. If I try an experiment
and it doesn’t work I write it on the ‘Don’t Try
This At Home’ page. That way I can try to
improve on it the next time, or at least not do it
again. I also record the stuff that does work so I
can repeat it and don’t have to guess. Youze
know, like ‘I painted an A6M2 Zero with Polly
Scale RLM 02 and it looked great!’.
Del out.

In Range:
October Meeting 11th - BB-59
1/35th 203mm Russian Howitzer (WIP) – Kevin
Conlon
1/35th Humvees – Frank Iacobucci
1/35th WC56 (WIP) – Frank Iacobucci
1/24th 78 Camero – Nick Pacheco
1/24th Humvee – Nick Pacheco
1/24th Police Car – Nick Pacheco
1/35th Marine Amtrac – Frank Iacobucci
Raffle: Polaris Sub USS Lincoln
In Attendance:
Kevin Conlon
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
Bill Collins
Edmond Rosario
Tim Crudden
Frank Iacobucci
Chris Libucha
Javier Brown

Robert Magina
Paul Champigny
Kevin Colburn
Joe McDonald Sr.
Ray Rosario
Norm Babcock
Nick Pacheco
Bob Don
Gil Costa

November 8th Meeting – Gian
Montecalvo
1/16th Russian Tanker – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd Ryan St. Inline – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd Ryan St. Radial – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Werner Hess – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/50th Christ Crusified – Joe McDonald Jr.
1/50th Crucifixion Witness – Joe McDonald Jr.
1/35th White Prowler – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Stug III G (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Panzer II – Bill Collins
1/35th Marder I – Bill Collins
1/35th Panzer III N – Bill Collins
1/35th BA 10 Armored Car – Bill Collins

1/35th 10 Minute Break – Robert Magina
1/35th Porsche Tiger II – David Sargood
1/35th E-100 – David Sargood
1/35th Willys Jeeps (WIP) - Frank Iacobucci
1/35th SAS Jeep (WIP) – Frank Iacobucci
1/35th 6 Pounder (WIP) – Frank Iacobucci
1/24th Camero (WIP) – Nick Pacheco
1/48th P-51A – Chris Libucha
1/72nd Nieuport 17 – Chris Libucha
Raffle: 1/48th F-18E – Ray Rosario
1/48th F4U-1D – Ray Laskorski
Areospaxce Model Magazine – John Nickerson

In Attendance:
Kevin Conlon
Steve Kwasny
Chris Libucha
Gian Montecalvo
Frank Iacobucci
Bob Don
Hal Marshman Sr.
Nick Pacheco
John Gisetto Sr.
Frank Knight
Paul Champigny

Robert Magina
John Nickerson
Joe McDonald Sr.
Kevin Colburn
Ray Rosario
Stan Wright
Bill Collins
David Sargood
John Gisetto Jr.
Ray Laskorski

Up Scope:

February14th 2009 Meeting
- Host – Joe Ravino –

th

January10 2009 Meeting
- Host – Kevin Conlon –
96 Touisset Road
Warren, RI 02885
401-245-4627
Take 95 South to 195 East, follow 195 East
over Mass line and take exit # 3.
(Swansea Route 118 Exit). Go Left off exit
and follow to first light (Cumberland Farms
and White Church at the intersection). Take a
left at the light and follow to the next set of
lights. Go straight through the lights and
follow the road to the right along the water.
(When the road turns away from the water and
goes up the hill) take third left at the top of the
hill onto Touisset Road *. Follow Touisset
Road until you pass the Touisset Engine 6 Fire
Department. My house is the 2nd house on the
left after the fire department. There will be a
sign on the front lawn. (Meeting)
* Make sure you take the 3rd left which is
Touisset Road not the 2nd left which is
Touisset Ave.

64 Judson Rd.
Weymouth, Ma., 02188
781-331-0118
From Rte 3, exit 16 for Weymouth, rte 18
North. Go left at first light, and immediate
right on Front St. Go left at first blinking light
on Federal St. Go right on Summer St, and
immediate left. Now, almost immediate right
on Judson Rd. When Judson turns left, first
house on the left, blue shingle Cape.
If you get mixed up, call Joe at the above
number, or Hal at 781 335 3086 cell 781-7106294.

March 14th 2009 Meeting
- Host – Bob Don –
11 William Drive
Foxboro, MA 02035
508-698-2753
Take 95 to Exit 8 (Sharon/Foxboro). Go onto
Mechanic Street towards Foxboro. (left if
coming from south, right if coming from
north). Go to traffic light and go left onto Oak
Street. Go ½ mile and go right onto Maura
Elizabeth Lane (last street before overpass).
Go left onto William Drive. House is #11 (6th
house on right).

The President's Column FROM
THE BRIDGE

We are into our 2008 – 2009 membership year, have
you renewed your membership? The membership fee
is still only $10 per year. The discount you receive
with your membership card at some of our favorite
hobby shops, such as Harry’s Hobbies, or Spare
Time, can help your membership pay for itself. Also,
the family membership plan is still available. If you
would like to pay a couple years in advance we can
handle that. Mail your payments to me or see me at a
meeting, checks to be made payable to Bay Colony
Historic Modelers.
Reminder out of the way, we’ve had some sad news.
Member Bob Zoglio has died. He died in a plane
crash in Smithfield RI on Nov. 17th. Bob was 43. It
was announced on our forum by Ted Bunn, Bob’s
close friend. As Ted said, at least he was doing what
he loved. He was piloting a Piper Tomahawk at the
time of his death. Our condolences go out to Bob’s
family and friends. Also, fellow member Bill Collins
has been in Sturdy Hospital for bypass surgery. The
latest reports I have is Bill is doing well and should
be home by the time you read this.
Well, BayCon is behind us by about a month. I think
most agree that this was a good show, we all seem to
be having a good time, I hope our guests enjoyed
themselves as well. I know I was most impressed by
the quality of the models on the tables. There were
some beautiful pieces there and I wish I had more
time to study them. The quality of the models and art
work was just outstanding. I did some judging, not as

many categories as I thought I would do, but I had
some hard choices to make. I was glad that Gian
Montecalvo had taken over as chief judge, part of me
thought I might miss filling this role. No problems
though, I had enough to do and was kept busy all day.
Here are some numbers from the show; we had 90
entrants, fourteen more than last year. They put 384
models on the table as separate entries, 83 more than
last year. Add into that all the models from
collections that were entered as one entry and I bet
there were almost 100 more models. There were a lot
of good models in collections this year. We had
modelers from five of the six New England states. No
one from Vermont? Neal Das, one of our vendors,
came from Valhalla NY, Louis Ripa came up from
Long Island again and Scott Carpenter came from
New Jersey. Joe Belding, a member of the Penobscott
Valley Scale Modelers came down from down east.
I’m not sure but he may have had the longest drive. I
don’t know how many walk-ins we had this year. In
the past we charged a flat $2.00 fee. I could take the
entry money subtract the entrance fees and divide the
remainder by two and know how many walk-ins
came through the doors. We went to a graduated
system this year with a $3.00 entry fee, $2.00 for
seniors, and $2.00 for children eleven to sixteen. So I
have no clue as to how many came through the doors.
On the downside we got caught with a price increase
for trophies of 50¢ apiece. It was not unexpected
because of the way that the economy and fuel prices
had been going. That added $2.00 to the cost of each
trophy pack that we hadn’t planned on. Hopefully
they’ll be no additional price changes next year.
I’d like to thank Gian Montecalvo, for volunteering
to become the new chief judge. I hope that the day
didn’t overwhelm him and that he will continue on in
that role for at least a few more years. Although I had
filled that position for 25 years I had the opportunity
to grow into it. Our first BayCon had only fourteen
categories. My role grew as BayCon grew. Gian was
just thrown into the fire. He had support from the line
judges and myself and I’m sure we will continue to
support Gian if he stays on. There are a lot of other
people that deserve our thanks for the roles that they
accept to make BayCon work and succeed. Bob
Magina does a lot of the preliminary work, prepares
the show flier, gets it printed and distributed, he also
puts out the road signs, collects them after the show,

and brings the table legs. John and Bette Gisetto are
involved with the trophy order, they pick up the
trophies, proof and sort them, and deliver them to the
hall the day of the show. John also serves as the
civilian line judge and Bette works at tabulating the
results. Stan Wright comes in and takes over the
raffle and runs that for the day. Chris Libucha helps
Stan and becomes the aircraft line judge in the
afternoon. Ray Rosario serves as the military line
judge. Kevin Colburn runs the club table and helps in
judging. Thanks goes out to all of them. I also need to
thank the setup and breakdown crews, I’d like to
name them all by name but there were so many and
as I was busy with other things, I don’t think I could
list them all. So thanks to all those that helped set up
and breakdown, stand up and take a bow. I’d also like
to thank Erik Petersen, Gil Costa, Bob Don and John
Gazolla for their work at the main table. I know that
there were more that helped out there, and I
apologize for not knowing who. Thanks to all that
helped up front getting everyone in and enrolled for
the show. Thanks to all those that offered their time
as judges. This is a big commitment, and because of
the number of categories we have, it requires a large
number of quality judges. Many of the judges come
from outside our club. We thank them and all of our
judges for their commitment. I hope this begins to
demonstrate the amount of committed manpower that
is needed to make this show function. But it also
demonstrates the old adage of many hands make light
work. Because of all the people that volunteer some
time to the show it succeeds. Once again thanks to all
that helped out.
While we’re on the subject of BayCon, some people
have asked about new categories. I’m not against
having new categories but I have some considerations
that need to be met. First and foremost is
sponsorship. It’s OK to install a new category: we
need to know that the trophies will be paid for. Next
comes commitment, I need the sponsored to
understand that we’re looking for at least a three year
commitment. Please understand that many times the
first year we offer a category there are not many
entrants, even though we publicize it. Normally as
the public sees and accepts the category the number
of entries grows. And finally - design, the category
needs to be designed to encourage people to enter.
Do we have at least two or three members that would
be building for this category? If not, I expect similar
results from outside the club. Lack of participation

results in trophies not given. Sometimes just a little
forethought can help.
Bob Magina and Ted Bunn teamed up and took
photos of many of the models at BayCon. These were
packaged up with some text and submitted to ‘Fine
Scale”. Keep your fingers crossed and your eyes
peeled, BayCon may make the pages of that fine
magazine. (Note: Ted Bunn has been featured, again,
in the latest issue.)
Before we say the last word on BayCon, I want to
announce that we will be calling a couple combined
meetings of the Board and show committee. These
are to be working meetings and not question and
answer sessions. We are going to review most aspects
of the show. If you have a suggestion or question
please put it in writing and submit it through a Board
member or a member of the show committee.
Well, to put it all to bed, as I stated before, I think
this had to be the best collection of quality models we
have ever had. It’s going to be tough to follow up
next year, but I know you can all step up and get it
done. “Get ‘er done!”
We just completed another Make-n-Take, this time in
Attleboro. We broke out the SR-71’s we had been
given by Doug from Minutemen Hobbies, along with
some Corvettes. Once again, all had a good time.
Don’t forget the kit swap for the December meeting.
You need to wrap one unwanted kit or tool to gift
someone else. It can be wrapped in Christmas wrap,
newspaper, plain brown wrapper, etc. Anyone
bringing a gift may select one. The kit must be intact
and not started. (No started projects, please.) We will
also have our regular monthly raffle.
If you are looking to reach out at this holiday season
and do something for others, may I suggest Sears
‘Heroes at Home’ program or the Salvation Army
amongst many other deserving organizations. (Yes,
we still have our Hobbies for Heroes program.)
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Ho, Ho, Ho, Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Support Your
Hobby Shop

Del’s Bits and Pieces……….
Things you might like to know, or maybe
not.
Known as 1:48 or quarter scale, its used for
mainly military aircraft models and now
some armor, is also the scale used by
Americans with ‘O’ scale railroads, and is
the main Lego scale, known as minifig
scale.
Source: Wikipedia.

Bob Don 2009
Challenge
Hi Guys, I see that the Bob Don Challenge
for Baycon, 2009 will be the redoubtable
and ever popular Bf (Me) 109 in 1/48th
scale, all variants being included. This
covers one heaping bundle of territory. For
those of you who dabble on line, I can
heartily recommend Hyperscale's "109 Lair"
authored by Lynn Rittger. Lynn is the
penultimate 109 lover, and as such, has done
very detailed research into this bird.
The basic purpose of this little article, is to
remind you of a few lesser known facts
about Willie's little eagle. It is by now, fairly
well known that the 109 displays seams
along the spine and belly, from the station
just aft of the cockpit, to the station just
forward of the tail feathers. In actuality, this
is really an overlap, minutely off center to

the left at the top, and to the right at the
bottom. In 1/48th scale, this is best
represented by a seam line.
On F, G, and K variants, the drop tank
rack is mounted ever so slightly to starboard.
The Hasegawa kits duplicate this off center
feature nicely, so don't change it. Not
knowing this when that kit was first
available, I went to some little trouble
remounting it on the center line. Live and
Loin!
E variants have a single landing flap on
each wing, while the F and subsequent
versions have a standard outer flap, and an
inner clamshell type affair. Parked airplanes
seem to depict these flap arrangements in
every conceivable position. The leading
edge slats are almost always shown in the
deployed position, but the mechanics quite
often would put them back into place
manually, so these can vary from full open
to full closed, and anywhere in between.
One of the most prominent problems with
109s were its landing gear, being quite
centrally mounted to the fuselage, and
splaying outward and forward. Ground loops
and worse were common occurrences if care
was not taken, particularly on landing. In
any event, the wheels themselves, when
viewed from the front, continue the slant of
the gear leg, and are not vertical to the
ground..
Those planes carrying a df loop, had it
mounted to a brownish bakelite streamlined
base, the loop itself being flat, not round in
cross section, and out of the factory, painted
black.

On E and earlier variants, the oil cooler
inlet, under the cowl, had a horizontal
splitter showing in the opening. On F and
later models, there was a small round splitter
mounted verticularly in the center of the
opening. On all versions, the radiators under
the wing also carried a splitter in the center
of the opening. These splitters or stiffeners
are seldom represented in kits.
Pitot tubes varied, with E and earlier 109s
carrying a "L" shaped device under the
wing. The F and later "Schmitts" carried
theirs on the leading edge of the left wing
tip, and it does tilt downward, not straight
out. Prospective judges should be aware of
the "L" shaped pitots, and the external
aileron counterbalances, which are very
delicate, and hang down from the wing.
Well, there you go, a few little factoids
about the Augsburg Eagle, that might help
you build a more authentic model, to enable
you to compete in the BDC on an even
footing. Love to see twenty or more 109s in
that competition next year.
have fun, Hal.

Support your Local
Hobby Shop

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA 02762

